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Editorial
It is our great satisfaction to present the 12th number of the Jahr – European Journal
of Bioethics, which is indexed in ERIH PLUS since November 2015. This issue is
divided into several sections, and it brings 25 different contributions: four original
research articles, one short communication, three review articles, one professional
article, seven essays, one reprinted article, four personal dedications to Hans-Martin
Sass, one student paper, and two book reviews.
The first section is dedicated to The „European Bioethics in Action (EuroBioAct)”
project, whose primary aims are to complete theoretical basis of the „new European
bioethics” and to apply that theoretical basis to practice. In this section you can read
about translating Asian bioethics into developing global bio cultures, hunting as a
bioethical issue, early Greek perspective of „upward levelling“ of plants, application
potential of Fritz Jahr’s European concept of bioethics, some European and American
views on practical aspects of bioethics, and organic architecture and bioethics.
The second section is completely dedicated to Hans-Martin Sass as a way of
honouring him for his 80th birthday. We are grateful to all the authors who
contributed to this initiative. In this section you will find reviewed articles about
Fritz Jahr’s bioethics and the stem cell research, and differential ethics in global
mental health, one reprinted article about personalised medicine, essays about organ
donation, bioethics and the arts, moral decay in holy matrimony, and very personal
dedications written in Hans-Martin Sass’ honour by the authors who have found
inspiration for their work in his bioethical legacy.
The third section consists of usual contributions to our Journal. It brings three
review articles about crystallisation of the concept of the medical secret in
19thcentury France, athlete’s body in the past and today, political and economic
environments as criminogenic potential for expansion of organised crime, as well as
two essays. The first essay is about deontology and its role in medical practice in
Albania, and the second is about plagiarism in politics, science and sport.
Additionally, you can find a student paper about Halliwick concept in children with
cerebral palsy and autism, and two book reviews.
Sincerely Yours,
Stjepka Popović
Editor-in-Chief
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